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Abstract. Information retrieval has become very popular over the last decade with the advent of the Web. Nevertheless, searching on the Web is very different to searching on smaller, often more structured collections such as intranets and digital libraries. Such collections are the focus of the recently started AutoAdapt project¹. The project seeks to aid user search by providing well-structured domain knowledge to assist query modification and navigation. There are two challenges: acquiring the domain knowledge and adapting it automatically to the specific interest of the user community. At the workshop we will demonstrate an implemented prototype that serves as a starting point on the way to truly adaptive search.

1 Introduction

Document retrieval systems have been around for more than fifty years, and early systems exploited similar structures that we have in modern digital libraries, such as author name, book title, and keywords [9]. More recently we have witnessed a major shift towards search on the “Web”. However, search techniques that work well on the Web do not necessarily work equally well on collections that have other characteristics, e.g. domain-specific or more structured collections, as found in intranets, digital libraries and on local Web sites. Retrieval from intranets, for example, behaves unlike Web search [14]. For instance, standard ranking functions (e.g., PageRank [3] and HITS [7]) that work well for Web collections are less effective on intranets. Furthermore, the terminology, structure, and services provided within such collections are selected to meet organisational requirements, and, consequently, a considerable amount of time is spent by users trying to learn the domain characteristics even before they are able to identify the adequate questions to be submitted to a search system. From an information systems perspective, thesauri and classification schemes should be developed and adapted to match information contained in such collections [1].

The approach that the AutoAdapt project takes is to maintain (or adapt) such structures automatically. We are looking at search as well as navigation within domain-specific document collections and our aim is to satisfy a user’s information request effectively by learning from the entire user population and incorporating

¹ http://autoadaptproject.org
this learned knowledge in a constantly adapting domain model which assists a user in the search process. To support such adaptation we investigate how domain models are explored using clickthrough data that link up query modification steps and associate clicked documents with queries. This provides a context-rich environment where learning algorithms can identify new terms and relationships to add to a model, remove outdated or irrelevant terms and relationships, and modify weights as certain paths become more popular.

The workshop will be an opportunity to present a working prototype that allows system-guided search of document collections using automatically constructed domain knowledge as well as existing knowledge structures as used in digital libraries. It will also be a useful forum to discuss our current research focus, the automatic adaptation of the system using the logged user interactions.

2 Related Work

There is a wealth of related work in log analysis, interactive search and other areas, e.g., [5, 12]. Due to limited space we will only present a few findings that should serve as motivations for our own work. First of all, we know that users are reluctant to leave any explicit feedback when they search a document collection [10]. However, implicit feedback, e.g., the analysis of log records, has been shown to be good at approximating explicit feedback. For example, users often reformulate their query and such patterns can help in learning an improved ranking function [6]. The same methods have shown to improve an adaptive domain model on a local Web site [8].

We can ask, however, do users want assisted search in the first place? First of all, digital libraries are characterized by much more structured knowledge than Web sites. This makes system-guided search a natural option as evidenced by the success of Aquabrowser\(^2\) as a tool to access digital libraries. More generally though, there is also evidence that users want support in proposing keywords but they ultimately want to stay in control about what is being submitted as a query [16]. Furthermore, despite the risk of offering irrelevant suggestions in a system-guided search system, users might prefer having them rather than not [15]. On the other hand, it has also been shown that users are more inclined to submit new queries or resubmit modified queries than to navigate from the result set in a search environment that supports search and navigation [11]. Perhaps the best evidence for an interactive search system is the fact that all big Web search engines have recently added more and more interactive features, e.g., Google’s Wonderwheel\(^3\).

We are in line with what Belkin calls the *challenge of all challenges* in IR at the moment, to move beyond the limited, inherently non-interactive models of IR to truly interactive systems [2]. Our aim is to go beyond static interaction patterns and move to adaptive retrieval exploiting the implicit feedback that users leave when searching and navigating a document collection. Building adaptive domain models for digital libraries and other collections is our approach to capturing and utilizing collective intelligence [13].

\(^2\)http://www.aquabrowser.com/

\(^3\)http://www.googlewonderwheel.com
3 AutoAdapt Prototype

In Figure 1, we can see a screenshot of our demonstration system running on an intranet. In this particular case the domain model is automatically extracted from the document collection. The user submits a search query, this results in a number of matches (documents, book titles, etc.) being returned. Using the query terms, a segment of the domain model is displayed. The user can traverse the domain model by clicking on displayed terms. On term selection the list of suggested terms is updated. The user can then add the term to the existing query or use as a new query. The graph representations of domain models has been discussed in the literature, e.g. [4]. They are not the focus of our research but a useful tool.

The logging structure records a number of user decisions without the need for explicit feedback. What we are logging is not simply the action a user has taken (e.g., selecting a query modification, clicking a term in the domain model, selecting a match) but also recording what options a user has not taken but which have been available. This provides relative judgements that can be used to train classifiers [6, 8].

We have started to apply a number of techniques to turn the logged interactions into adaptive models and would like to discuss this at the workshop.
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